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where the TJ axis is directed to the nearest
neighbor of the paramagnetic ion in the ~TJ plane
which is perpendicular to E, where d = {34a -6,
and where a is the largest direction in the elementary cell. 6 For double nitrates of the rare2 = 32g4 d and for Ho 11 E we
earth elements 6 Bij
EE
EE
have
((6.v) 2 )d=(18Ph 2 fl
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where g.l and g 11 are the factors of the spectroscopic splitting.
For ethyl sulfates of the rare-earth elements,
the term arising from 3Cd has the form
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where 1/J is the angle between Ht and E.
In conclusion, the author expresses his thanks
to Professor S. A. Al' tshuler for suggesting this
topic and considering this paper.
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THANKS to the presence of a gap in the energy
spectrum of superconductors, 1 the number of electronic excitations and hence the electronic thermal
conductivity is exponentially small [ "'exp (- Tkf'T ))
for T « Tk ( Tk is the temperature of the transition to the non -superconducting state). For T «
Tk the principal role is therefore played by the
lattice thermal conduction, which is connected with
the reflection of phonons from boundaries and the
scattering of phonons by impurities and lattice defects (the phonon-electron interaction is inappreciable in view of the fact that the number of electronic excitations is very small for T « Tk),
while it is well-known 2 that phonon-phonon interaction does not play a role for T « ®D, where
®D is the Debye temperature).
However, for somewhat higher temperatures,
but still appreciably less than Tk, the electronic
heat conduction Ke becomes comparable with the
lattice heat conduction and can even exceed it for
not very impure specimens. Clearly the largest
contribution to Ke is then given by the scattering
of the electrons by impurities. Only for T ;:;. Tk
can the interaction of the electrons with the phonons
and with one another also play an appreciable role
for Ke.
We consider the scattering of electrons by impurities. Let the Hamiltonian of the interaction of
the electrons with the impurity atoms for the normal metal be of the form
H' = ~(at, ,1pk','l•

+ a~ _, 1,ak', _, 1,) Vk, k'

k

(! and - ! are the spin coordinates, and ak ' ±!.2
the amplitude in second quantization). According
to Ref. 3 the electronic excitations in superconductors can be described by new amplitudes

(1)
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normal electron, reckoned from the Fermi surface
( p = Po), and .D.( T) is the value of the gap in the
energy spectrum.
Expressing the ak in terms of the O!k we find
H'

=

~(UkUk'

-vkvk') (ocitoock'O

From Eq. (2) we can find f 1 = f - f 0 and we can
evaluate the heat flux

I a:x f 7t;~:: F (T);
F (T) = 9-1 ~ e2 ~~ode= A t) (exp ( ~) + 1

Q = 2h-3 ~ Vxef1 dp;

+ ocitock'1) vkk'·

The scattering probability is determined by the
equation
21t I H' 12abPE'
T

The ene!'gy of an electron excitation E is of the
form 1•3 € = .../.D.2(T) + ~2 [.D.(T) = 0 for T = Tk],
so that PE RJ dnp~- 3 €/l~lv 0 • We see that for electron excitations in a superconductor the probability
of scattering by impurities differs from the scattering probability w 0 in normal metals by the fac..:
tor (uk- Vk) 2 = ~ 2 /E 2 which occurs in IH'Iib•
and by the factor €/1~1. which occurs in PE· Thus,
w = ( 1~1/E)wo.
Let us assume that there is a temperature gradient aT/ax in the superconductor. The electrical
field in a superconductor is then, in contradistinction to a normal metal, equal to zero. However, in
the equilibrium state the current of the normal
component Jn is completely cancelled by the opposing superconducting current Js ( j = Jn + Js = 0)
(Ref. 4). We write down the transport equation for
the distribution function f of the excitations,

at ae ar ae 11; I to-t
axapx- apx -ax= """€~;
so that

ato e ae ar I~ I t - fo
ax-= e -::r;;- ·

(2)

where T 0 , the relaxation time for the normal electrons, does not depend on the energy; Ref. 5 gives
an expression for T 0 ; on the left-hand side, we
have substituted for f the equilibrium function f 0 ;
f 0 = [ exp ( €/®) + 1 1 (see Ref. 1); ® = kT.
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We have omitted here terms of the kind O!koO!k'1
and O!koO!k' 1> which describe the creation and
annihilation of a pair of excitations; these processes are not possible in the case of elastic collisions with impurities. For elastic scattering we
have
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Equation (3) describes satisfactorily the experimental data obtained in Ref. 6. The temperature
dependence of .D. ( T ) can be found in Ref. 1.
We can estimate the magnitude of the convective heat flux Qk = TSvn = TSjn/Pn• mentioned
in Refs. 4 and .7. Using the expressions for S
and Pn of Ref. 1, we can easily show that the
ratio of Qk to the normal heat flux Q is of the
order of magnitude k ( TTk) 112/(pVm ), i.e., even
for T RJ Tk it is of the order 10- 5 to 10-4 •
In conclusion I 'want to express my sincere
gratitude to L. D. Landau for valuable advice and
discussions and to N. V. Zabaritskii for communicating the results of his paper 6 before publication.
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